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Multiplyingthe Problemsof Intelligenceby Eight:
A Critiqueof Gardner'sTheory
Perry D. Klein
the university of western ontario
Howard Gardnerhas theorized that the mind comprises seven (or eight) intelligences.
Multiple intelligence theory has inspirededucationalinnovations across North America,
but has received little critical analysis. I contend that Gardner is on the horns of a
dilemma. A "weak" version of multiple intelligence theory would be uninteresting,
whereas a "strong"version is not adequatelysupportedby the evidence Gardnerpresents.
Pedagogically, multiple intelligence theory has inspired diverse practices, including
balanced programming,matchinginstructionto learningstyles, and studentspecialization.
However, the theory shares the limitationsof general intelligence theory:it is too broad
to be useful for planning curriculum,and as a theory of ability, it presents a static view
of student competence. Research on the knowledge and strategies that learners use in
specific activities, and on how they constructthis knowledge, may prove more relevant
to classroom practice.
D'apres la theorie de HowardGardner,on trouve sept (ou huit) types d'intelligence dans
l'esprit humain. Cette theorie a inspire diverses innovations p6dagogiques a travers
l'Amerique du Nord, mais a fait l'objet de peu d'analyse critique. L'auteursoutient que
Gardnerest pris dans un dilemme. Une version "all6g6e"de la theorie des intelligences
multiples ne serait pas int6ressantetandisqu'une version "enrichie"de cette theorie n'est
pas ad6quatementcorroboree par Gardner.En p6dagogie, la theorie des intelligences
multiples a inspire diverses m6thodes, dont le programmecoordonn6, l'appariementde
l'enseignement aux styles d'apprentissageet la sp6cialisationdes e61ves. Toutefois, cette
theorie offre les memes limites que la theoriede l'intelligence g6n6rale:elle est trop vaste
pour &treutile lors de la planificationde programmesd'6tudes et, en tant que th orie de
l'aptitude, elle pr6senteune vue statiquedes comp6tences de l'l61ve. Des etudes portant
sur les connaissances et les strategies dont se servent les apprenantsdans des activit6s
pr6cises et sur la manibredont ils d6veloppentces connaissances pourraients'av6rerplus
pertinentespour les m6thodes p6dagogiques.
Howard Gardner introduced the theory of multiple intelligences (MI) in his book
Frames of Mind (1983). In place of the traditional view that there is one general
intelligence, he contended that there are seven, each operating in a specific cultural domain: linguistic, logical-mathematical, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, musical,
interpersonal, and intrapersonal. Since then, Gardner (1995) has tentatively added
"the intelligence of the naturalist," which includes the ability to understand living
things and to use this knowledge productively, as in farming. Each intelligence has its own core set of operations and supports specific activities. Spatial
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intelligence, for example, mentally representsand transformsobjects, and underpins navigation, mechanics, sculpture,and geometry.Because the intelligences
are independent,most individuals show an uneven profile, with some intelligences greaterthan others (Gardner,1983, 1993b; Gardner& Hatch, 1989).
MI has swept education in the 15 years since its inception. ERIC citations
favourableto the theory run into the hundreds,including some in prestigious or
widely circulatingjournals (e.g., Armstrong,1994;Gardner,1994, 1995; Gardner
& Hatch, 1989; Nelson, 1995). Most authorscite MI theory as an egalitarian
alternativeboth to the theory that there is one general intelligence, and also to
the practiceof teaching a curriculumthatemphasizeslanguageand mathematics.
They recommend innovations ranging from planning units of study that span
each intelligence (Wallach& Callahan, 1994), to enrichingeducation for gifted
or learning-disabledstudents in their areas of strength(Hearne & Stone, 1995;
Smerechansky-Metzger,1995), to using virtual reality to educate each intelligence (McLellan, 1994).
However, few authorshave systematicallyevaluatedMI theory.D. Matthews
(1988) arguedin favour of it, noting that gifted studentsusually excel in a single
domain, such as mathematicsor music. Other authorshave suggested friendly
revisions, such as the need for a "moral"intelligence, clarificationof the theory
or its implications,more evidence, or recognitionof other educationalconcerns
(Boss, 1994; Eisner, 1994; Levin, 1994). Some researchersin the psychometric
traditionhave rejectedMI theory outright,claiming that Gardner'sintelligences
correlate positively with I.Q. and therefore are factors of general intelligence
(Brand, 1996; Sternberg,1983). Morgan(1992) noted the same positive correlations, and added that several of Gardner'sintelligences cannot be conceptually
distinguishedfrom one another.Instead,Morganinterpretedthese "intelligences"
as cognitive styles. In the most sustainedcritiqueof MI, Ericsson and Charness
(1994) suggested that expert performancesare based on highly specific skills
developed largely through extended deliberate practice, rather than on broad
abilities.
CONCEPTUAL
PROBLEMS

If someone were to ask, "Whyis Michael a good dancer?,"the MI answer would
be "Because he has high bodily-kinestheticintelligence."If the questioner then
asked, "Whatis bodily-kinestheticintelligence?,"the answerwould be "[It]is the
ability to use one's body in highly differentiatedand skilled ways, for expressive
as well as goal-directed purposes ...

[and] to work skillfully with objects"

(Gardner,1983, p. 206). This explanation,however, is circular:the definition of
bodily-kinestheticintelligence is virtuallya definitionof dance, so the explanation says, in effect, that Michael is a good dancer because he is a good dancer.
In fact, the explanation is less informativethan the original question, which at
least identified the type of physical activity in which Michael excels. MI's
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reliance on this sort of explanationmakes the theory tautological,and, therefore,
necessarily true (Smedslund, 1979). It also makes it trivial.
On the other hand, ascribingan achievement to an "intelligence"has a series
of far-from-trivialimplications. It means that performancesare expressions of
moderately general abilities, such as bodily-kinestheticintelligence, ratherthan
either very general abilities, such as general intelligence, or very specific skills,
such as knowing how to dance. It also implies that whereas Michael may be
better at dance than at other physical activities, his high "bodily-kinesthetic
intelligence" should give him an advantage in these areas as well. Conversely,
he need not be good at non-physical tasks, such as writing poems or solving
mathematicsproblems.Furthermore,ascribing some level of achievementto an
ability such as an "intelligence,"ratherthan to an acquisition, such as "knowledge," suggests that this level will be relatively stable over time, and that its
origins may be innate (Gardner,1995).
Gardner(1983) goes even further,claiming that the "intelligences"are modules (pp. 55-56, 280-285) in approximatelythe sense proposedby Fodor (1983)
or Allport (1980). Modules are neural structuresthat quickly process particular
kinds of content. Colour vision, speech perception, and facial recognition have
all been ascribed to modules. Each module is "computationallyautonomous,"
meaning that it carries out its operationsindependently,and, for the most part,
does not share resources with other modules. This autonomy implies that the
internalworkings of one module are not available to others, although the "output" of one module can become the "input"of another.In short, the implication
of modularity for MI theory is that the mind is made up of seven (or eight)
innate mechanisms, each of which works largely independentlyto handle one
kind of content.
However, this independencemakes the theory insufficientto accountfor some
familiarexperiences.Most activitiesinvolve several intelligences (Gardner,1983,
p. 304). Dance is both musical and physical; conversationis both linguistic and
interpersonal;and solving a physics problemis both spatialand logical-mathematical. Modularityper se is not the problem,because the outputof one module can
become the input of another.But Gardnerhas defined the intelligences of MI in
terms of their differing content, which raises the question of how they could
exchange information.The intelligences conceivably could be coordinatedby a
centralexecutive, but Gardneris reluctantto endorse this option. He and Walters
(1993a, pp. 42-43) concede that there could be a "dumbexecutive" that simply
prevents conflicts among intelligences, but this concession does not explain how
they can work together productively.
The phenomenon of intentionality drives this problem home. As Husserl
(1962/1977) observed, our mentalacts are about something, so they include two
poles: the intendingact ("noesis"),and the intendedobject ("noema").Often, MI
theory assigns the intendingact and intended object to different "intelligences."
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Manyintendingacts expresslogical-mathematicalintelligence:inferring,classifying, hypothesizing, counting, calculating, and so on. But the objects of these
intentionsare assigned to other intelligences.They includematerialthings ("spatial intelligence"),other people ("interpersonalintelligence"),physical activities
("bodily-kinesthetic intelligence"), personal experience ("intrapersonalintelligence"), music ("musical intelligence")and living things ("naturalist'sintelligence"). These other intelligences carryout theirown operations.Consequently,
MI theory makes it difficult to understandhow people can use logic and mathematics to think about anything.
Similarly,MI theory places our ability to use languagein one intelligence, and
the representationof most objects thatcan be spokenaboutin otherintelligences.
This breach is especially problematic when Gardnerassigns "semantics"to
linguistic intelligence. If the concept "mammal"is in linguistic intelligence, how
does "naturalist'sintelligence" function without this knowledge? And if the
mammal concept is in a shared code, what becomes of modularity?The same
problem arises with the overlap between, on the one hand, the pragmaticaspect
of linguistic intelligence, and on the other hand, interpersonalintelligence.
The "strong"claim that humanshave several distinct intelligences is difficult
to defend, and Gardnersometimes presentsMI theoryin a "weak"form.1He has
writtenthat it is "less a set of hypotheses and predictionsthan it is an organized
framework"(Gardner,1994, p. 578). He has allowed thatthe componentsof each
intelligence can dissociate or uncouple (Gardner,1983, p. 173). He also acknowledges that pairs of intelligences may "overlap"or be correlated(Gardner
& Walters, 1993a, pp. 41-42). Finally, he has suggested that "manypeople can
evaluate their intelligences and plan to use them together in certain putatively
successful ways" (p. 43), leaving some room for an executive that spans the
intelligences.
These concessions risk, however, returningGardnerto the first problemof MI
theory:triviality.If the intelligences extensively exchangeinformation,cooperate
in activities, or share a common executive, then there is little warrantfor characterizing them as independent entities. Of course, Gardnercould claim that
although the intelligences are distinct, in practice they always work together.
However,this concession makes the multiplicityof the intelligences a distinction
without a difference, and invites the reply that the system as a whole is one
single intelligence, and specific abilities, such as spatial reasoning, are mere
components of this intelligence.
These two contrasting kinds of conceptual objections place Gardneron the
horns of a dilemma: If he claims that the intelligences are independent,then it
is difficult to account for their interactionduring many human activities. If he
weakens the theory by claiming that they are not independent,then it is difficult
to warranteither calling them "intelligences"or claiming that they are "modules." And if Gardnerequivocates by trying to claim that both the strongand the
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weak versions of the theory are true, then MI theory become ambiguous and
contradictory.
Fortunately,Gardneris generally committed to presenting the theory in its
strong version, so that it can be meaningfully evaluated:
Controlledexperiments
couldeitherconfirmor disconfirmMI. Severalcometo mind:a
test of the independence
of intelligences,for example .... If thereturnedout to be a
the
assessments,
significantcorrelation
amongthesefaculties,as measured
by appropriate
of thefacultieswouldbe invalidated.
& Walters,1993a,
(Gardner
supposedindependence
p. 38)2
This claim invites a review of the empirical evidence for MI theory.
EMPIRICAL PROBLEMS

Exceptional Populations
Gardnerviews the existence of groups that he believes to be high or low in one
specific intelligence as part of the evidence for MI. The first of these are the
geniuses: Yehudi Menuhin illustrates exceptional musical intelligence; Babe
Ruth, outstanding bodily-kinesthetic intelligence; and Barbara McClintock,
outstanding logical-mathematicalintelligence (Gardner, 1993b). However, the
abilities of Gardner'scandidatesdo not appearto correspondto the categories
of MI theory.Many excel in more than one domain:BarbaraMcClintock'swork
spanned the logical-mathematicaland natural domains (pp. 19-20), Virginia
Woolf's, the linguistic and intrapersonaldomains (pp. 24-25), and Albert Einstein's, the spatial and the logical-mathematicaldomains (Gardner,1993a, pp.
104-105). It is to be expected that if the intelligences are independent,then
some individualswill excel in two or more domains, but if Gardnerfails to show
that most achieve excellence in one specific domain, then his claim that the
intelligences are independentis threatened.Conversely, Gardnerdoes not show
that any of the geniuses excel throughoutone of the domains defined by MI
theory; instead, each seems to excel on some smaller subset of activities within
a domain. Unless Gardnercan show that most geniuses performrelatively well
throughouta domain, then the notion that the intelligences are integratedstructures is threatened.Generally,the difficulty with Gardner'sdiscussion of genius
is that many psychological theories imply some way of categorizingindividuals
of exceptional ability; he has not yet shown that MI theory fits the data better
than other theories.
The argumentfrom genius could be bolsteredby a second special population:
prodigies. Gardneracknowledges that an individual's level of each intelligence
is the result of both "nature"and "nurture."Furthurmore,if outstandingindividuals were to show exceptional abilities at a very early age, and these abilities
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were specific to domains, then it could be inferred that the structuresof MI
theoryare "biopsychologicalpotential[s]"(Gardner& Walters,1993a, p. 36). But
a competing theory would hold that prodigies appearin various fields because
societies divide activities in specific ways and enculturateindividualsaccordingly. Gardnernever tells the readerenough about any one case to indicate which
alternativeis more plausible. For example, he implies that Pablo Picasso was
genetically preparedfor prodigy, but later adds that no work he did prior to age
9 has survived (Gardner,1993a, pp. 138-146). This kind of fragmentaryanecdotal evidence raises a "chicken-and-egg"question:Is early tutoringa response
to early talent, or vice versa? Howe (1990) has noted that children with exceptional abilities intensely explore and practise in their area of interest, observe
models, and receive tutoring from an early age. In one historical study, Fowler
(1986) found thatof 24 outstandingmathematicians,21 received special stimulation in mathematicsbefore the age of 5, and several before the age of 3. Another
objection to Gardner'sview is that the talents of many prodigies simply do not
fit the categories of MI theory; instead, they reflect the importanceof specific
enculturation.Talent at chess is a prime example. Thus, although the achievements of these children are impressive and difficult to explain, they do not
establishthe eight discrete "biopsychologicalpotentials"thatMI theoryrequires.
And given that prodigy is rare, even among the most accomplishedmembersof
a field (Bloom, 1985; Feldman, 1986), this phenomenonis probablynot a useful
touchstone for educationalpractice.
In any case, exceptional accomplishmentsmay not be based on the domainwide abilities Gardnerproposes. For example, he claims thatexcellence in chess
expresses spatial intelligence (Gardner,1983, pp. 192-195). But chess is one of
the most-researchedhuman cognitive activities, and general abilities, spatial or
otherwise, seem to contribute little to its mastery (Ericsson & Smith, 1991).
Chess masters are no better than other persons at spatial tasks, except at recognizing strategicallysignificant boardarrangements(Chase & Simon, 1973; Pfau
& Murphy, 1988). Highly rankedplayers are less likely to work in professions
that involve solving spatialproblems,such as engineering,than they are to work
in professions in the humanities,such as writing(de Groot, 1978; Elo, 1978). A
defender of MI might counter that there are many domains of spatial abilities,
and an individualwho excels in one need not excel in others.But as this rebuttal
tacitly concedes, if this were the case, then there is no reason to speak of a
general "spatialintelligence" in the first place.
The third exceptional population Gardnerdiscusses are savants, individuals
who do one thing exceptionally well, such as calculatinglargeproductsmentally,
statingthe day of the week for any given calendardate, or playing a piano piece
after a single hearing.These include "idiot savants,"many of whom are autistic.
Savantrycould supportthe coherence and independenceof the intelligences if it
were shown to embody one high intelligence in an otherwise average or low
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profile. However, savants usually do not excel across an entire domain. For
example, hyperlexic autisticreadersdecode print betterthan otherchildrentheir
age, but because their comprehensionis poor (Snowling & Frith, 1986), they
could not be said to show high linguistic intelligence.
Gardnerinterpretsautismas a limitationon intrapersonalintelligence(Gardner
& Walters, 1993b, p. 25). However, its effects are not limited to this domain.
Sloboda, Hermelin,and O'Connor(1985) describedNP, a musical autisticsavant,
who could accuratelyplay a piece on the piano after one hearing.Interestingly,
24 hours later,NP played the same piece in a way that sounded "metronomicin
the extreme"(p. 165). Most autisticsavantshave difficulty planningand monitoring the use of their exceptional skills, which may explain why many cannot find
employmentin theirareasof special interest(Frith, 1989). It appearsthat autism,
primarily an impairmentin intrapersonalunderstanding,affects other "intelligences," showing that these are not independent,but affects only some aspects
of each intelligence, suggesting that they are not coherent entities.
Like the achievementsof geniuses, those of savants are probablynot based on
the general operationsthat Gardnerposits. Instead, these achievementsrely on
knowledge and skills specific to particularactivities. When autisticsavantsreplay
a piece of music after one hearing,the errorsthey make are reversionsto forms
typical of the piece's genre, which indicates that they rely on matchingthe new
tune to the repertoireof melodic forms they alreadyknow (Sloboda et al., 1985).
Similarly,a case study of a non-autisticmathematicalsavantshowed thatthrough
thousands of hours of practice she had learned the characteristicsof a huge
repertoireof numbers,recognizing at a glance, for instance, that 720 equals 6
factorial (i.e., 6 x 5 x 4 x 3 x 2 x 1). She had also learneda collection of computationalalgorithms.This knowledge allowed her quickly to fit a routineto the
numbersin most questions, and to solve those questions efficiently. In contrast,
her basic cognitive processes did not differ from those of other adults (Jensen,
1990).
MI researchers also cite learning disabilities as evidence for their theory
(Gardner& Hatch, 1989). The most common of these disabilities is dyslexia.
Most dyslexic studentshave difficulty discriminatingsounds in language,matching them to letters,and combiningthem to form words; some appearto have difficulty recallingword images (Patterson,Marshall,& Coltheart,1985). However,
because many dyslexic students equal their normal classmates in aspects of
languageotherthanreading,such as listening comprehension(Mosberg& Johns,
1994; Torgesen, 1988), dyslexia affects a range of abilities too narrowto comprise "linguisticintelligence."Anotherlearningdisability,Gerstmannsyndrome,
initially seems to represent difficulties in spatial reasoning (Gardner, 1983,
p. 156). But its symptoms include problems in distinguishing left from right,
making mathematicalcomputations, and recognizing and rememberingfinger
contact. Because these difficulties involve logical-mathematicaland bodily-
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kinesthetic intelligence, Gerstmannsyndrome correspondsto a broader set of
abilities than does spatial intelligence. Indeed, I was not able to identify a single
learningdisability that maps onto an intelligence of MI theory.
DevelopmentalResearch
Many researcherswould share Gardner'sbelief that innate modules focus children's attention on the kinds of relationshipsimportantin various domains of
phenomena(e.g., Hirschfeld & Gelman, 1994; Leslie, 1994). One such domain
is biology, correspondingto Gardner'stentativelynominated"naturalist'sintelligence." Infants can distinguish between animate and mechanical or random
motion by 4 months of age (Bertenthal,Proffitt,Spetner,& Thomas, 1985). At
age 6 months, they show surprise if an inanimateobject moves in an unusual
way; for example, when there is a delay between the time a second object bumps
a first, and the time that the first moves (Leslie, 1988). Aged 12 months, infants
viewing a series of objects react to changes from animateto inanimate,or vice
versa, as well as to changes in specific objects, which suggests that the distinction between these categories is conceptual, ratherthan simply perceptual
(Smith & Heise, 1992). By the time they are in preschool,childrengeneralizethe
behaviourof one animal to others of a related kind (e.g., from a flamingo to a
blackbird),ratherthan to those that superficiallyappearsimilar (e.g., from a bat
to a blackbird)(Gelman & Markman,1983).
This kind of evidence is not yet strongenough, however,to clinch the case for
MI theory. The existence of distinct domains of knowledge does not entail the
existence of a correspondingset of abilities. In part, the pre-existing modules
position is an argumentfrom ignorance:infantsappearto use categories to make
predictions;researchersdo not know where these categoriescome from, so they
must be innate. Theoretically,these general categories could be learned,and yet
productivelychannel new inferencesand predictions(Holland,Holyoak, Nisbett,
& Thagard,1986). Moreover,thereis some empiricalevidence that childrenonly
graduallylearnthese categoriesand theirproperties.For example, many children
initially believe that plants are not alive (Carey, 1985), or that if an animal
changes in appearance,then it changes in kind as well (Keil, 1989). Therefore,
although domain-specific knowledge may turn out to be one of the stronger
forms of evidence for MI theory,this issue is not yet settled.
Studies Concerning Transferof Learning
If, as Gardnersuggests, the core of each "intelligence"consists of knowledge and
proceduresthat operateacross a wide domain, then it would make sense to build
school curricula around these cores. The "Rightstart"program illustrates this
approach in mathematics. Griffin, Case, and Siegler (1994) researched the
concepts central to understandingGrade 1 arithmetic.Then they createda set of
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mathematical games and activities, and engaged students in discussions that
highlighted these concepts. As a result, the children's understandingof number
improved dramatically compared with a control group, and transferredto a
variety of new quantitativeactivities, such as telling time and predicting the
behaviourof a balance scale. The Rightstartresults are impressive. However, to
supportMI theory,it is necessary to show that students' gains transferredacross
the logical-mathematicaldomain, but not further(e.g., to spatial tasks).
Moreover,otherkinds of transferresearchbears on MI theory quite differently. When studentsarticulateand elaborateon a concept, this helps them to apply
it to new problems, a phenomenoncalled "high road transfer"(Brown & Kane,
1988; Chi & Bassok, 1989). Similarly,when teachersexplicitly state the rules for
solving a problem, this articulationadds significantly to the value of examples
alone in helping studentsto transferthese rules to new content (Cheng,Holyoak,
Nisbett, & Oliver, 1986; Fong, Krantz,& Nisbett, 1986). This transferof strategies across domains is difficult to explain within MI theory. Even more problematic is the role of language in moving informationwithin and among other
"intelligences."Gardner(1983) is aware of transferacross domains, and notes
that it is problematic,but does not attempt to reconcile this transferwith the
notion of autonomousintelligences, except by alluding to "waves of symbolization" (pp. 306-309). In this sense, researchon transferis a double-edgedsword
for MI theory.
PsychometricResearch
Gardneralso relies on statisticalresearch.Factoranalysis is a procedurethat can
be used to tease out themes appearingwithin, or across, tests. Several factors
similar to Gardner's intelligences have emerged in such analyses, including
linguistic (Wiebe & Watkins,1980), spatial(Gustafsson, 1984), and social factors
(Rosnow, Skleder, Jaeger, & Rind, 1994). But this kind of research provides
shaky supportfor MI. First, the factors in these studies typically are not independent, but instead correlatepositively with one another,a fact that has been
used to argue both for the existence of general intelligence and against MI
(Brand, 1996; Sternberg,1983). Although Gardnerhas replied that this evidence
comes almostentirelyfrom tests of logical-mathematicalor linguistic intelligence
(Gardner& Walters, 1993a, p. 39), it is importantto note that spatial tasks
correlate substantiallywith verbal tasks even when performancemeasures are
used (Wechsler, 1974). Second, each factor splits into several smaller factors,
each of these narrowerthan the intelligences of MI theory. For instance, in a
review of "visual perception" abilities (similar to Gardner's "spatial intelligence"), Carroll(1993) examined 230 data sets. The factors of visual perception
found in each study varied in number from one to six, which Carrollgrouped
into five categories "despitemuch difficulty" (p. 309). These results can be accommodatedby theories of intelligence that recognize both general and specific
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components, but they present difficulties for MI theory, which recognizes only
one level of structure.
Surprisingly,a re-examination of Gardner'sown assessment research also
challenges MI theory. He and his colleagues have developed assessment tasks
based on authentic activities in several different domains. According to MI
theory,students' performanceson activities derived from the same intelligences
should show high correlations,and activities derivedfrom differentintelligences
should show low correlations, or none at all. However, in two studies with
primaryschool children, several pairs of tasks that were supposed to represent
independentintelligences correlatedstrongly,and those that were supposed to
representthe same intelligences failed to correlatesignificantly,except for two
numbertasks (Gardner& Hatch, 1989; Gardner& Krechevsky, 1993). In both
studies, the researchersinterpretedthese patternsas evidence against the existence of a single general intelligence. However, they failed to acknowledge that
these same findings also weigh crucially against MI theory.
ExperimentalStudies
If the mind is composed of independentmodules, as MI theory claims, then
individualsshould be able to carryout two activities that call on differentintelligences at the same time, without one interferingwith the other.Conversely,if
two activities call on the same intelligence, then the speed or accuracyof at least
one activity should suffer. Several studies have exploredthese possibilities using
spatial and verbal tasks, and have shown that these predictionsare largely true
(e.g., Barton,Matthews, Farmer,& Belyavin, 1995; Liu & Wickens, 1992).
The picture is more complex, however, than MI theory would predict. First,
verbal and visual tasks disruptone anothersomewhat,indicatingthat they share
some kind of resource, possibly an executive that switches attention between
them (Logie, Zucco, & Baddeley, 1990). Second, experimentalresearchindicates
that people can translateinformationfrom verbal to visual form, or vice versa
(Conrad,1964; Holding, 1992, 1993;N. N. Matthews,Hunt,& MacLeod, 1980),
which limits the notion that variouskinds of knowledge are handledby separate
intelligences. Most importantly,other "intelligences"seem to rely on linguistic
or spatialresources:mathematicaltasksinterferewith verbaltasks (Logie & Baddeley, 1987; Logie et al., 1990), and verbal tasks interfere with musical tasks
for novices (Pechmann & Mohr, 1992). Similarly, switching attention among
sounds originatingfrom different locations interfereswith spatial tasks (Smyth
& Scholey, 1994).
Summaryof Empirical Evidence
On re-examination,the evidence for MI theorypoints to three levels of structure
in thinkingand learning.Gardnerprefersthe mediumgrainof analysis,focussing
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on moderatelygeneral intelligences that address broad domains of knowledge.
The evidence he presentsis not sufficient to supportthis preference,but research
on the development of children's understandingof domains such as "living
things" is promising. The coarser grain of analysis focusses on structuresand
processes broaderthan Gardner'sintelligences, that cut across several domains.
Research showing correlations among diverse abilities, the broad effects of
autism, the phenomenonof high-roadtransfer,and dual-taskresearch,all suggest
that differentpartsof the mind exchange informationand shareresourcesextensively. The finest grain of analysis favours structuressmaller than Gardner's
intelligences:researchon savantryand learningdisabilities, analysis of expertise
in areas such as chess and mental computation,and Gardner'sown assessment
research, warranta focus on the concepts, strategies, and skills highly specific
to each activity. An overview of the empirical research raises two kinds of
problemsfor Gardner'stheory:evidence for the influence of specific knowledge
and abilities is strongerthanevidence for the influenceof the intelligences of MI
theory; and if all three levels of analysis prove valid, this outcome will threaten
MI's exclusive focus on middle-sized structures.
PEDAGOGICALPROBLEMS

One response to these criticisms could be to claim that even though MI theory
is conceptuallyand empiricallyweak, it remainsa useful frameworkfor teaching.
But this is far from clear.Interpretationshave been so diverse that Kornhaberhas
noted that "one reason for the success of MI is that educatorscan cite it without
having to do anythingdifferently"(cited in Gardner,1994, p. 580). Some practices based on the theory are no doubt misinterpretations.Reiff (1996), for
example, has suggested that if a child is weak in one intelligence, he or she can
be taught "through"another.Because this view assumes that the same material
can be learnedusing a variety of modes, it could be called the "learningstyles"
interpretation.Whetherthis view is true or false, it is essentially the opposite of
Gardner's(1995) theory.If each intelligence operateson a differentdomain,and
represents a specific kind of content, then only rarely can a given piece of
knowledge be presentedin different ways for different intelligences.
A second common interpretationof MI theory claims that schools currently
overemphasizelinguisticand logical-mathematicalknowledge, so curriculaought
to be changed to balance the intelligences more equally. Educatorscould plan
units of study that include activities to engage each intelligence (Hoerr, 1994;
Wallach & Callahan, 1994), or that give a more prominent place to the arts
(Deluca, 1993). Balancedprogrammingand MI theoryare obviously compatible,
but one does not entail the other. The notion that there are eight intelligences
does not imply that school should be the institutionresponsible for developing
all of them. Conversely,if educatorschoose to offer balancedprogramming,they
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do not requireGardner'stheory for justification,which is why such alternative
systems as Waldorfschools long predatedMI theory.
A more elaborate version of the balanced programmingproposal suggests
educators should assess children's intelligences, then provide programs that
include remediationin their areas of weakness, and enrichmentin their areas of
strength(Gardner& Walters,1993b, p. 31; Hearne& Stone, 1995; Hoerr, 1994).
This approachis appealing, but presents practicalproblems. The first, already
noted, is that despite several years of effort, MI researchershave not yet developed reliablemethods for assessing the intelligences.The second problemis that
growing class sizes in many jurisdictions,multipliedby the supposedexistence
of eight intelligences, and the many levels at which children could operate in
each of these intelligences, would yield an explosion in the workload of the
teachers who would have to plan and deliver these programs.
Gardnerfavoursa generaleducationin primaryschool. His preferencesfor the
middle elementaryyears are less clear,in thathe mentions "masteringthe crucial
literacies,"but stresses "earlyspecialization"in areas chosen by each child and
family, and informed by an assessment of his or her intelligences (Gardner,
1993b, pp. 194-196). Later,students would pursue a broadereducation during
adolescence. This preferencefor specializationin middle childhood may contradict the political goals of MI theory.Gardner(1993b) has criticized conventional
education,particularlyin its use of intelligencetesting, as ethnocentricand elitist,
or "'Westist,' 'Testist,' and 'Bestist' " (p. 12). But, arguably, specialization
representsa subtle kind of streaming.Opportunitiesfor activities of variouskinds
are not allocated to all preschool children equally. Choosing specialties on the
basis of the "intelligences"they have acquiredby age 7 could potentially exacerbate these inequalities. And although Gardnerwishes that society valued all
intelligences equally, it does not. Mathematics,particularly,serves as a "gatekeeping" subject for admission to advanced study in many highly paid professions (Gainen, 1995). Therefore,contraryto Gardner'sgood intentions, his
suggestions could lead to a hardeningof traditionalcategories of privilege.
Some educators have claimed that a benefit of the MI framework is that
children learn to identify their own "areasof strength,"and some schools now
issue reportcards based on the theory (see Hanson, 1995; Hoerr, 1994; Wallach
& Callahan, 1994). However, there is good reason to predictthat these practices
will backfire. The converse of being "high" in some intelligences is being
"mediocre"or "low" in others. Students who believe that they are low in an
ability often avoid activities thatcall on it, even when they might learn from the
effort (Covington, 1992; Palmquist & Young, 1992). Paradoxically,students'
beliefs that they are high in an ability can lead to the same result in the long run.
Those who attribute their achievements to such ability approach tasks with
confidence. But, when they encountera problem that they cannot solve easily,
they often quit. Apparently,their theory that achievement reflects ability leads
them to interpret failure as a lack of this ability. In contrast, students who
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attribute achievement to effort, learning, and the application of appropriate
strategiesare more likely to persist when "the going gets tough,"and to recover
after initial failure (Dweck & Leggett, 1988).
These objections invite the fundamentalpedagogicalquestion:Is MI the right
kind of theory for education?Although Gardnerstresses the differences between
general intelligence and multiple intelligences, the two frameworksnevertheless
share fundamentalcharacteristicsthat limit their relevance to teaching. Both
identify cognitive structuresfar too broad to be useful for interpretingany
specific educationaltasks. For instance, the knowledge that basketballrelies on
"bodily-kinestheticintelligence" tells a coach nothing about the skills that her
players need to learn. Because both general intelligence and MI are theories of
ability rather than theories of knowledge or learning, they offer only a static
interpretationof children'sperformance;knowing thata studentis high in "musical intelligence" provides no clues about how to enrich his music education;
knowing that he is low in musical intelligence provides no clues about how to
remedy it. Of course, both general intelligence theorists and MI theorists agree
that both education and experience can affect ability (e.g., Neisser et al., 1996),
and Gardnerhas argued for innovative practices, such as expert mentoring in
settings outside of school. But learning is not the focus of ability theories, and
the positive innovationsGardneradvocates derive from otherresearchtraditions,
such as socioculturaltheory,ratherthan from MI itself (e.g., Gardner,Kornhaber,
& Krechevsky, 1993).
CONCLUSION

In examining the natureof intelligence, Gardnerand his colleagues have used a
wider set of tools than have traditionalpsychometric researchers.They have
contended compellingly that the arts are as much intellectual activities as are
writing, mathematics,and science (Gardner,1982). MI researchershave drawn
educators' attentionto an alternativeto the theory of general intelligence. And
Gardner(1983, p. 297) is admirablywilling to consider criticisms of his own
framework.However, I contend that MI theory offers a level of analysis neither
empirically plausible nor pedagogically useful.
A promising alternativeto this kind of research focusses on the knowledge
and strategies that children and adults use in carrying out various, specific
activities. Such analyses are already being carried out in areas as diverse as
drawing(Cox, 1992), argumentcomprehension(Chambliss,1995), andvolleyball
(Allard & Starkes, 1980). Innovative projects have explored the creation of
classroom communitiesin which studentscollaborateto constructknowledge in
areas such as science, mathematics,and interdisciplinarystudies (e.g., McGilly,
1994). Such research seems likely to prove more relevant than ability theories
in setting curriculargoals and interpretingstudents' learning.
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NOTES

2

The term "weak"is not meant to imply that this version of MI theory is inferiorto the "strong"
version. The difference between the two versions is that the weak theory has few theoretical,
empirical, or practical implications, whereas the strong theory does have such implications.
However, I argue that the strong version of the theory presents equally serious, but different,
problems.
See also Gardner,1983, p. 297 and Gardner,1995, p. 203.
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